
Girls Program
First 

Name
F/M Age Interests and Likes Special Health Items/Notes Wants to accomplish

G6 LEX NAHO F 14
Likes vocaloid, playing musical games, Disney 
characters and cats. Mild allergies to dust mites.

Wants to see beautiful places. Eat American food. 
Play with children.

G8 LEX MAY F 13
Likes Koren culture, K-pop, cooking (but not good), 
and dancing. Mild allergies to house dust. Motion sickness.

Wants to share Japanese meal, play with family, and 
see stars.

G9 LEX YURI F 14 Likes to draw, read comics, sing, chat and cats. None
Would like to talk a lot with family. Visit an 
amusement park. Shop.

G13 LABO NAGISA F 13
Likes UNO, board games, playing cards, drawing, 
reading and eating foreign foods.

Extremely shy and does not express emotions well. 
Will need to include her.

She will try to communicate and share culture 
espcially history. Wants to try new foods.

G14 LABO KARIN F 13
Likes the minions and playing basketball. Enjoys 
sharing school activities. None Wants to visit and practice English.

G17 LABO AKIHO F 14
Listens to music. Enjoys singing. Likes to watch tv. 
Likes to eat. Allergic to cats and dogs.

Wants to expand her world through this experience. 
Will try to communicate.

G19 LABO SAAYA F 15
Collects miniatures, plays games, drawing, animals 
and watching tv. None

Wants to make new friends, learn the culture and 
get along with

G21 LABO HINA F 16
Enjoys playing sports, listening to music, k-pop and 
games. Allergic cats and dogs.

Practice her English, have new experiences and 
meet lots of people.

Boys Program
First 

Name
F/M Age Interests and Likes Special Health Items/Notes Wants to accomplish

B6 LEX RYOTA M 14 Likes sports especially basketball None Play basketball and visit with host family.

B8 LABO NACHI M 13
Watches YouTube. Plays Kendo. Enjoys 
snowboarding and listening to music. None

Wants to speak and work on English. Will share 
culture. 

B10 LABO SOTA M 14
Plays handball. Watches baseball. Enjoys anime, K-
pop, eating, video games. Collections stationery.

Allergy to Japanese cedar pine. Will have medication 
with him.

Wants to practice English, play sports, watch 
baseball and eat favorite foods.

B12 LABO RYOTA M 15
Likes to cook and do arts and crafts. Interested in 
foreign emergency medical technicians.

Prone to motion sickness. Atopic dermatitis. Allergic 
to dust, cats and dogs.

Wants to share culture with host family. Wants to 
cook for host family.


